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Netflix Basic With Ads

turns 1 this month. Here

are all the new ad formats

and a look at the tier’s

health
Article
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It’s been a year since Netflix launched its “Basic With Ads” tier, joining an increasingly

cluttered landscape of ad-supported streaming platforms. Netflix leveraged a year of solid

connected TV (CTV) ad spend growth, cost-conscious consumers, and Hollywood strikes that

emphasized the value of a deep existing catalog to grow its ad-supported plan to 15 million

global monthly active users, according to a company post. Here’s a look at what’s new, what’s

working, and what needs more attention at Netflix.

What’s new?

Basic With Ads is the new Basic as the platform slashed its Basic ad-free plan in July 2023

for US and UK viewers.

Netflix expanded beyond 15- and 30-second ads to 10-, 20-, and 60-second spots.

The platform boasts “elevated” measurement capabilities, partnering with Integral Ad

Science, DoubleVerify, and Nielsen One, according to Netflix’s president of advertising Amy

Reinhard.

Netflix is introducing a binge format, which rewards viewers who watch three consecutive

episodes with an ad-free fourth one.

QR codes are coming to Netflix advertising creative, which will help drive shopability in ads.

Brands can now be featured as a title sponsor on content.

Live sports are coming to Netflix in the form of The Netflix Cup, a combined Formula 1 and

golf tournament.

Netflix plans on opening new brick-and-mortar locations that combine retail, dining, and live

experiences in 2025.

Following that move, the share of Basic With Ads sign-ups increased on Netflix in August and

September, according to Antenna.

A boost in Netflix ad-supported tier sign-ups also followed its password-sharing crackdown

in May.

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/why-netflix-basic-with-ads-will-win-advertisers
https://www.insiderintelligence.com/content/what-narrowing-range-of-streaming-service-cpms-mean-advertisers
https://about.netflix.com/en/news/one-year-into-netflix-ads
https://www.hollywoodreporter.com/business/digital/netflix-pulls-basic-plan-us-advertising-push-1235539481/
https://about.netflix.com/en/news/netflix-to-host-first-ever-live-sports-event-drive-to-survive-full-swing
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/netflix-plans-open-stores-that-meld-retail-dining-live-experiences?_gl=1*8v7gus*_ga*MTExMTcyMzk4Mi4xNjY3NTczODQx*_ga_XXYLHB9SXG*MTY5NzczMTQ4My45NzcuMS4xNjk3NzMyMjIxLjAuMC4w*_gcl_au*NzE0MTQwODUuMTY5MDkwNzIwMy40MDIxNjUyMzkuMTY5NzczMjE0MS4xNjk3NzMyMjE5
https://www.wired.com/story/netflix-password-sharing-crackdown-working-for-now/
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What’s working for Net�ix?

Netflix is successfully getting people to sign up for Basic With Ads. The platform has not

disclosed the percentage of users subscribing to the tier, but based on its 247.2 million

reported members in Q3 and reported figure of 15 million global monthly active Basic With

Ads users worldwide, the figure could be around 6% globally.

CTV advertising is healthy compared with other formats, with US ad spend projected to grow

22.4% to $30.10 billion next year. Netflix accounts for a greater share of time spent than of ad

spend, according to our forecasts. There’s potential for growth as advertisers move to where

users spend their time.

Netflix has a fairly attractive catalog and a lot of international content, which allowed it to

stay relevant and fresh during the recent Hollywood strikes.

Netflix announced a price hike in October, which could push people toward the less-

expensive, ad-supported tier.

https://www.cnbc.com/2023/10/18/netflix-nflx-earnings-q3-2023.html
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/sizing-up-netflix-s-youtube-s-amazon-s-streaming-viewing-advertising
https://www.theverge.com/2023/10/18/23922319/netflix-q3-earnings-2023-price-hike-increase-basic-premium
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Where could Net�ix struggle?
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This was originally featured in the eMarketer Daily newsletter. For more marketing insights,

statistics, and trends, subscribe here.

While Netflix has the potential to expand ad revenues to meet its time spent share, the

platform still faces the challenge of convincing advertisers to take a risk on a younger ad

platform. Netflix’s US ad revenues will reach $1.03 billion in 2024, according to our forecast.

That puts it ahead of the Disney+ ad tier, which launched around the same time and will see

$0.91 billion in ad revenues next year, despite accounting for a smaller share of time spent.

Netflix is delving into sports and other live events, but livestreaming presented a blunder in

April during the airing of the “Love Is Blind” season four reunion episode. To win over

advertisers’ trust, the platform can’t a�ord another debacle.

YouTube surpassed Netflix in terms of average time spent this year, according to our

forecasts. YouTube has already proven itself with live events and sports, plus it has creator

content to stay fresh even with external factors like strikes. YouTube also surpassed Netflix in

popularity among US teens this year, according to Piper Sandler.

https://www.insiderintelligence.com/newsletters
https://www.npr.org/2023/04/18/1170710013/what-went-so-wrong-with-netflixs-love-is-blind-reunion-livestream-attempt
https://content-na1.emarketer.com/youtube-surpasses-netflix-popularity-among-us-teens?_gl=1*16uc4f8*_ga*MTExMTcyMzk4Mi4xNjY3NTczODQx*_ga_XXYLHB9SXG*MTY5OTg5NzI3My4xMDU0LjEuMTY5OTg5NzUxMi4yNi4wLjA.*_gcl_au*MjU3NTYzMTg4LjE2OTg2ODQ1MDUuNDY0MTk4NzgxLjE2OTk4ODkzMzIuMTY5OTg5MDUyNg..&_ga=2.175998561.2142191276.1699883967-1111723982.1667573841

